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Introduction
Wellington’s central city is its economic engine and cultural heart. It is compact, lively and full of character; a cen-
tre of government, business and creativity; a place to live – to think, learn, grow, work, shop, relax and be enter-
tained.

But, as the population grows, people’s ways of living and working change, environmental and resource pressures 
intensify, and Wellington increasingly faces competition from other cities for people and investment, the central 
city will face challenges.

This Central City Framework explains how we can respond to some of those challenges. It does not propose to 
change the central city’s existing character and strengths. Rather, it seeks to enhance and build on those strengths, 
while making practical improvements so that future Wellingtonians will enjoy a city that is even more friendly, 
prosperous, sustainable and dynamic.

In short, it outlines a framework for implementing city improvements in both the public and private realms, as we 
move towards the bicentennial in 2040 and its vision as a smart capital.

Why do this What is this How will it be achieved
 − growth needs planning

 − emissions can be reduced

 − retail can be more viable

 − moving around can be easier

 − costs can be reduced

 − experiences can be enhanced

 − it will be expected.

 − a comprehensive plan 

 − built on the city’s strengths

 − identification of short and long 
term opportunities to sustain a 
dynamic central city.    

 − leadership  

 − commitment

 − design 

 − construction 

 − investment

 − collaboration. 
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Existing work Supporting work Future work 
 − Urban Development strategy

 − Public  Space Policy 

 − District Plan (central area)

 − Plan Change 48: Central Area 
Review  

 − Waterfront Framework 

 − City to Waterfront : Public Spaces 
and Public Life Study

 − Heritage Policy 2010

 − Climate Change Action Plan

 − Transport Strategy

 − Parking Policy

 − Walking Policy

 − Cycling Policy

 − Bus Prioritisation plan  

 − Capital City Initiative

 − Development Contributions Policy

 − Arts Policy

 − Wellington - our sense of place

 − Wellington Towards 2040: Smart 
Capital 

 − Spatial Structure Plan 

 − Space Syntax movement analysis

 − The Wellington Waterfront Frame-
work

 − Economic Development Strategy

 − Initiate catalyst projects

 − Develop precinct plans

 − Complete project specific designs 

 − Design concepts for long term 
projects

 − Complete Public Space Design 
Manual 

 − Set terms of reference for  an 
urban design panel 

 − Explore funding mechanisms

 − Integration into the District Plan

 − Implement transport improve-
ment projects

Figure 1. Wellington Towards 2040: Smart Capital sets the overall strategy for Wellington. The Central City Framework 
describes how we could implement the recommendations from overseas consultants, local experts and the general 
public. The next steps will be to gather further information on the projects suggested to formulate a long term work 
programme.

Wellington Towards 2O4O: Smart Capital Agreed strategy for Wellington

Spatial Structure Plan : 
Background consultant document

Space Syntax report: 
Background consultant document

Agreed guiding framework for the development 
of the waterfront

Central City Framework
Approach to implementation :
Council framework for long term 
improvements to the central city

Long Term Work Programme

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Engagement Technical Reference Panel
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1.0 Current Strengths, Future Challenges
This framework aims to protect and enhance all that Wellingtonians love about the central city, while also making 
improvements where they are needed in response to current and future challenges

1.1 The central city now

The success of any city is a product of history, geography, economics, architecture, planning – and, above all, peo-
ple. 

A great city has a distinct character and culture – an identity that inspires passion in those who live there and envy 
in those who do not. It is a destination – it draws people in, to work, shop, play, learn, and enjoy themselves. It has 
variety – it can meet a wide range of interests and tastes. It is easy to get into and get around. And it is intimate – it 
is built on a human scale, and so encourages the random encounters between people that spark friendship, crea-
tivity, and – increasingly – economic success.

There is much to admire in Wellington’s central city. Though Wellington is not a large city, it is New Zealand’s most 
‘urban’ in character. This is reflected in its high population density, compact urban form, creative and cosmopolitan 
atmosphere, variety of experiences on offer, and dynamic, ever-changing population.

Key features of Wellington’s central city include:

 − Compactness – The harbour and hills confine the central city within a fairly small footprint. Unlike most central 
cities, Wellington is small enough that it’s easy to walk from one end to the other. This compactness, and the 
relationship between the city and the natural features that surround it, contribute to Wellington’s unique char-
acter, making it an urban village with a wild edge.

 − A wide range of uses – Decades ago, the central city was dominated by government and corporate offices, with 
some light industry in Te Aro. It was quiet in evenings and weekends. Now, the central city is a vibrant area 
supporting a wide range of business, cultural, entertainment/hospitality, and recreational uses. Increasingly, it 
has become a place to live as well as work – the number of inner city residents grew by almost 50% in the years 
2001-2006.iii  

 − Distinctive shops – A large number of independent retailers gives the city varied shopping experience, from 
the Golden Mile to the bohemian shops and cafes of the Cuba quarter. This gives the city a point of distinction 
when compared with the chain stores and shopping malls that increasingly dominate smaller centres.

 − The heart of the cultural capital –The central city has many of New Zealand’s foremost cultural institutions and 
events, from Te Papa and the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra to the NZ International Arts Festival, the World 
of WearableArt, and more. It is also home to many creative sector businesses. Wellington’s creativity and herit-
age are reflected in its urban environment, for example through its growing range of public art. These central 
city features are the basis of Wellington’s status as New Zealand’s cultural capital.

 − Café culture – Wellington’s intimate street layout and the cosmopolitan tastes of its people are reflected in the 
city’s famous café culture. The cafes, bars and restaurants that line the city’s streets provide informal meeting 
places and help to make the central city a magnet for Wellington residents’ social as well as working lives.

 − Quirky and intimate – Wellington’s geography has contributed to a ‘fine grained’ street layout, with many 
smaller streets and lanes. Though main streets largely run north-south, that pattern is broken by the quays 
which follow the natural shape of the harbour. Together, these features give the city an intimate and quirky 
feel, particularly in the Lambton and Cuba precincts. That quirkiness is also reflected in the city’s mix of build-
ing styles and public art. This street layout is important for the vibrancy of the central city: urban planners 
believe that short blocks encourage people to take a variety of walking routes and so support a wide range of 
independent shops, cafes etc.

 − People – The strengths of Wellington’s central city reflect the tastes of the people who spend time there. On 
average, Wellingtonians are younger, more mobile, better educated, less car-oriented, and more affluent than 
the average New Zealander. This is particularly true for residents of the central city and inner suburbs. While 

iii Based on census figures.

GLOBAL   |   NATIONAL   |   REGIONAL CITY
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Figure 2. Wellington’s relationship from a global to a local scale has been an important consideration within this framework.
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the geography and built environment support their aspirations, it is the central city’s dynamic population who 
give Wellington its creativity and its cosmopolitan atmosphere. 

 − Population density – Wellington city’s compactness contributes to high population density, both for resident 
and working populations. High population density helps to keep the city lively, both during working hours and 
in the evenings. It also means there are enough people to support variety in shopping, entertainment, recrea-
tion and other experiences the central city offers.  With more than half of the region’s GDP coming out of the 
2.1 km2  that make up the central city its also a vital part of the economy.

 − Capital city status – Wellington’s status as capital city is vital to the city’s identity and ongoing success. Events 
ranging from protests at Parliament to Anzac Day commemorations contribute to urban vitality and sense of 
place. Capital city status attracts businesses (both corporate and creative) and allows the city to sustain its 
population of highly educated professionals. Capital city status also attracts media attention, and fosters inter-
national connections that make the city much more cosmopolitan than a city of its size would otherwise be.

 − Natural setting - the significant ridgelines and hilltops, the coastline, the Town and Green Belts and the rela-
tionship of these natural elements to the grid street network integrates the city and nature in a way that no 
other New Zealand city does.

All of these features together give Wellington its unique character, identity and ‘sense of place’ – allowing it to be 
at once intimate, cosmopolitan, quirky, wild, human, and creative.

However, in some respects the central city is not as strong as it could be. For example:

 − Vibrancy: Some parts of the central city, such as Te Aro, have less intimate street layout, and so shops, cafes etc 
tend to concentrate along main streets, leaving other areas less vital and vibrant.

 − Public Space: In some parts of the central city – such as Tory Street – there has been rapid residential devel-
opment, and retail and hospitality businesses have started to follow, but development of public spaces and 
amenities has not kept up. Though inner city parks are important, other changes such as wider pavements, 
improved street furniture, street trees and traffic calming measures can all make an area more people-friendly.

 − Building quality: Some central city buildings are of high quality and enhance people’s experience of the city; 
others do not.

 − Legibility: Physical elements such as encroachments of buildings into street space, visual clutter, and barriers 
contribute to poor sight lines and add to ‘way finding’ difficulty between the city and key destinations.  This re-
duces peoples’ choices. People can be a block or two from the waterfront but not be able to see or have sense 
of the harbour.  

 − Heritage: Though progress has been made, more could be done to acknowledge and celebrate Wellington’s 
unique history, including its status as capital city – key features of the built environment could be highlighted 
more effectively to tell Wellington’s story.

In 2040:

200 years since the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi

  175 years since the city became the nation’s capital

Projections for 2040:

55 thousand more people living here (Statistics NZ medium series population projections) 

 68 percent of all Wellington City jobs are in the central city

(Statistics NZ medium series population projections)
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1.2 Future trends and challenges

In the next 20-30 years, all cities are going to face challenges that reflect both global and local trends. For Welling-
ton, key challenges will include:

 − Competition – As technology changes and people become more mobile, cities are increasingly competing for 
skills, investment, and business. Smaller cities such as Wellington will increasingly be competing with larger 
ones such as Auckland, Sydney and Shanghai. To be competitive, we will have to be distinct. We will have to 
know our strengths, and offer not only opportunity but also outstanding quality of life. A dynamic central city 
will be important for the city’s competitiveness.

 − Environmental and resource challenges – Larger populations, declining resources and the changing climate will 
require changes in the ways cities operate. Resource use will have to become more efficient, and volumes of 
pollution and emissions will have to fall. This will require more efficient transport, and may lead to people liv-
ing closer to work and other services such as shops. With transport modes competing for limited space, some 
tough decisions will have to be made about the allocation of space between private vehicles, more sustainable 
modes such as walking and cycling, and more efficient modes such as public transport.

 − Changing nature of business – Whereas an inner city address was once vital for businesses, new technology 
now means that many businesses can locate anywhere and serve customers around the globe. The plan aims 
to provide precincts that will develop over time providing businesses the choice of appropriate locations.  This 
might see larger businesses.  This might see  smaller creative businesses that rely on personal contact cluster-
ing in Te Aro.

 − Changing nature of retail – Small, independent retailers provide central Wellington with a crucial point of 
difference from suburban malls and shopping centres dominated by chain stores. Yet these smaller stores are 
facing increasingly fierce competition, both from chain stores and online outlets. If these smaller stores cannot 
survive, a vital element of Wellington’s inner city character will be lost. We must ensure the city is developed in 
a way that opportunities for these stores are not lost.

 − Larger population and more demand for urban lifestyles – Wellington’s central city residential population is 
likely to grow by several thousand people in coming decades. Though some of these people will find homes 
in inner suburbs, most will live in CBD apartments and townhouses. Residential amenity will need to improve, 
and developers will most likely have to cater for a wider range of residents, from individuals looking for ‘crash 
pads’ to families choosing an inner city lifestyle. The city centre will need to provide services and recreation op-
portunities that take into account the often invigorating and changable weather.

 − Threats to character – The city currently has a wide range of building types and ages – which means it can 
support a mix of residents (from young artists to wealthy professionals), shops (for example, from high-street 
fashion to new local designers) and other uses. But continuing apartment and high end retail development, 
along with the changing nature of retail, may change this ‘mixed’ character over time.

 − City as a campus – The city is home to three universities.  Each has a campus or schools either in the city or 
inner city suburbs.  The influx of new students and academics brings vitality and a continuous sense of renewal 
to the city.  It places demands on accommodation and housing choices.     

 − Policy settings – The Council has an important role in delivering regulatory and other services in an affordable 
and business friendly way, including making smart use of technology to improve the integration and cost effec-
tiveness of service delivery.  It will also be important for the council to develop a dynamic and ongoing relation-
ship with businesses, providing strategic leadership and practical support to the diverse Wellington economy.

 − Resilience - Every city faces natural hazards.  How well prepared a city is to mitigating and responding to their 
impacts is critical.  As a city that is prone to earthquakes, Wellington is well advanced in its work to reduce the 
impact of such an event.  It has in place some policy and regulations to address seismic strengthening of build-
ings, an established emergency management office, programmes for ensuring infrastructure is resilient, and a 
community that is aware of their need to be prepared.  There is a need for ongoing focus on resilience.

1.3 The way forward

The Council has adopted Wellington Toward 2040: Smart Capital, a vision for the city’s future. That vision ex-
plains the challenges Wellington will face over the next 30 years (some of which are explained above), and set 
out a pathway for the future based on Wellington becoming:

 − a people centred city – that is, a city that is welcoming and friendly, provides opportunities for all, has 
strong neighbourhoods and communities, and embraces diversity and change

 − a connected city – that is, a city with a smarter and stronger economy based on knowledge, skill and in-
novation

 − an eco city – one that moves steadily towards a low-carbon future based on ‘green’ innovations that also 
provide an economic edge and support an outstanding quality of life.

For this vision to succeed, Wellington needs a dynamic central city. It needs a central city that is vibrant and 
creative, that continues to be the engine room of the regional economy and continues to offer a wide range 
of experiences – while also becoming greener and accommodating more people. In the following pages, this 
framework explains how.

People Centred City Connected City

Dynamic Central City Eco City

Figure 3. This framework outlines the ways in which we can have a more dynamic central city.
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2.0 Objectives for the Central City
These objectives will guide Council decisions and actions about the future of Wellington’s central city. While the 
Council sets planning parameters and provides the urban environment, the achievement of these objectives will 
depend on the actions of many people and organisations, including property developers and landlords, businesses, 
central government, inner city residents and so on. 

Create a prosperous central city

This will require the central city to retain and enhance its mix of residential, retail, hospitality, business, govern-
ment, education and other uses. The central city will continue to rely on government, services, and creatives as the 
main driver’s of employment. It will be attractive and offer high amenity so that people choose to live here, retail-
ers and hospitality businesses can prosper, and smaller creative businesses can choose to cluster here (perhaps in 
areas of renewal). It will offer a mix of building types so that smaller, independent businesses can exist alongside 
larger corporate ones.

Accommodate growth and change

The central city will be adaptable, flexible and robust to accommodate growth and change in uses, lifestyles and 
population and natural hazards. This will require the Council to understand developers, and developers to under-
stand community wants and needs. There will be flexibility in use of buildings, public space and infrastructure to 
accommodate changes in use and reduce the impact of earthquakes and climate change. Buildings and infrastruc-
ture will be designed for energy and resource efficiency. More efficient approaches to transport, traffic manage-
ment and parking will be supported.

Make our streets green

Wellington’s streets will become greener and more attractive through a combination of planting, new and upgrad-
ed  inner city parks, and initiatives such as ‘stream streets’ and urban wetlands. Some major routes will become 
tree-lined boulevards. Planting and development of urban wetlands will not only make the city more attractive but 
also provide ecological benefits such as improving stormwater filtration. The city’s heritage can also be acknowl-
edged through the development of ‘stream streets’, in which the sites of underground streams are acknowledged 
through landscaping and planting.

Build the city in response to the local setting

Wellington is dominated by its natural landscape – its harbour and hills – in a way that very few other cities are. 
This landscape provides drama and interest, makes the city attractive, and shapes the city’s growth.  The city’s 
special relationship with the water will continue to be protected and enhanced. Design guidance and regulations 
will support building design that is more sensitive to this landscape and existing context – for example, by ensuring 
that building height and form are sensitive to ridgelines and other natural features, and that relevant view shafts 
along streets are protected and enhanced. The local climate and variability of weather conditions are major part of 
the Wellington context. The streets, buildings and open spaces within the city will need to respond and be resilient 
to these conditions.

Create an eco inner city

The city will support sustainable transport choices, by encouraging people to walk, bike, skate, drive when needed 
or use public transport. Buildings will also reflect an eco-city ethos, meeting strong environmental standards and 
providing high levels of comfort for building users while minimising use of energy and water. Innovations such as 
solar energy, rainwater harvesting and green walls and roofs will be supported where practicable. Some areas of 
the city may be designated for leading-edge green development.

Ensure connections are easy to make

Whether you’re walking, cycling, or driving, it should be easy to orient yourself in the city and find your way 
around, and move from place to place efficiently. Wellington’s streets, buildings and public spaces can be better 

Facts for now: 

52 percent of the region’s GDP is concentrated in the 2.1sq km 

of the city centre (Statistics NZ medium series population projections) 

Projections for 2040:

50 percent of the workforce will have grown up with Facebook 
or the next generation of communications

 68% the proportion of the region’s growth that will 

 occur in Wellington City

(Statistics NZ medium series population projections)
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integrated physically and visually into their surroundings. This will improve access, and encourage a stronger sense 
of connection between different parts of the city.

Likewise, visual and physical connections between the city and the waterfront can be improved. So can connec-
tions between the city centre and the Town Belt, and visual connections between related buildings such as the 
public institutions clustered around Parliament.

Create inner city neighbourhoods

Though Wellington’s central city is compact, it is also made up of a series of distinct precincts or neighbourhoods, 
each with its own character and ‘sense of place’ – from the Lambton quarter to Courtenay Place, Cuba Street and 
various parts of Te Aro. While some of these neighbourhoods are highly developed, others (such as those in Te 
Aro) are ripe for renewal and growth.

Each central city area will continue to be distinct, with its own character and unique mix of uses. In some retail 
or offices or hospitality businesses will be predominate while others will develop into inner city residential neigh-
bourhoods. These neighbourhoods will be safe, comfortable, varied and attractive. They will be vibrant and offer a 
range mix of places for people to get together. New developments will complement and enrich their surroundings.

Tell our stories

The central city will clearly reflect its own past and the identities of its people. Wellington’s capital city status will 
be reflected in its urban environment, particularly in the area around Parliament. It will celebrate tangata whenua 
and the diversity of its population in the design of its streets, buildings, parks and squares, signs and public art-
works, building upon the exiting ‘sense of place’.

The city will also reflect the changes in its natural environment, for example through the stream streets referred to 
above. As we walk around the city, we should be aware of the history beneath our feet.

Strengthen character and coherence

Many parts of the central city have clearly defined built character, with most buildings conforming to a distinctive 
size, shape and relationship with the street. Overall, Wellington has an urban and ‘gritty’ feel that sets it apart from 
other cities in New Zealand. Cuba Street, for example, is characterised by low rise heritage buildings built close to 
and opening out onto the street. Similarly, the medium and high rise buildings of Lambton Quay and Willis Street – 
though of various ages and styles – have a direct relationship with the street and provide activity at ground level. 

In contrast, some parts of the city have a mixture of building shapes, sizes and styles, with inconsistent street front-
ages. These can be successful and form a character of their own as in areas such as East Te Aro.   More consistent 
approaches to buildings’ form and street relationships will enhance character and make the city more attractive 
and more walkable.

Improving the central city’s resilience

Proposed areas of opportunity have been recommended based on the objectives above. See table on the following 
page.

Figure 4. The design principles, the scale of project and the process will be key in the implementation of  the Central City 
Framework

Principles
Create a prosperous centre
Accommodate growth and change
Make our streets green
Build the city in response to the local setting
Create an inner eco-city
Ensure connections are easy to make
Create inner city neighbourhoods
Tell our stories
Strengthen character and coherence
Improving the central city’s resilience

Process
Commitment/leadership: 
Maintaining the political and 
public will to deliver
Investment:
Securing or freeing up funds to reap 
the benefits of the work
Design: 
Understanding the need for change, 
selecting the right approach and improving 
functionality and experiences
Construction: 
Building a multi- storey unit, 
resealing a pavement, landscaping a park, 
engineering a kerb
Communication/ Collaboration: 
Measuring and showcasing the 
benefits and staying on course
Sparking and sustaining momentum: 
Use small scale interventions to 
showcase potential change

Scale
Region
City
Precinct
Neighbourhood
Block
Street
Building

Delivery of 
Projects
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                             OBJECTIVES

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY

Create a prosperous 
central city

Accommodate 
growth and change

Make our streets 
green

Build the city in 
response to the local 

setting             

Create an eco inner 
city

Ensure connections 
are easy to make

Create inner city 
neighbourhoods

Tell our stories
Strengthen character 

and coherence

STREETS

     North-South boulevards         
     East-West Connectors        
     Laneways      
     Irregular Streets        
BUILT STRUCTURE

     Building Quality      
     Case Study Sites     
OPEN SPACES

     Triangular Spaces       
     Green Walls and Roofs       
     Stream streets       
     Landscape (precincts)       
PRECINCTS

     Parliamentary precinct      
     Memorial precinct         
     East Te Aro precinct        
     Victoria/Cuba precinct        
     Waterfront connections     
     Pipitea precinct      
SYSTEMS INFRASTRUCTURE

     Green Infrastructure     
     Movement       
     Climate       

Figure 5. The identified areas of opportunity have been assessed against the objectives.
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3.0 Making it happen 
Projects that aim to enhance the liveability of towns and cities often start at the street, block, or building scale.  All 
too often these are done in isolation from their surroundings and need to be readdressed.        

This framework is developed in response to this point.  It considers the future of Wellington’s central city as a 
whole and aims to enhance and transform it through a number of smaller scale projects developed over time.   

The aim is to renew the city in a sustainable way.  Doing things once, economically and in a way that is flexible and 
resilient to changes.  

At its simplest implementing the framework will involve: 

 − commitment / leadership: maintaining the political and public will to deliver  

 − investment: securing or freeing up funds to reap the benefits of the work    

 − design: understanding the need for change, selecting the right approach and improving functionality and expe-
riences 

 − sparking and sustaining momentum: use small scale interventions to showcase potential change

 − construction: building a multi- storey unit, resealing a pavement, landscaping a park, engineering a kerb 

 − communication / collaboration: measuring and showcasing the benefits and staying on course.

The overall implementation plan has been based on:   

 − a deliberate, phased approach to making changes

 − realistic expectations with the inclusion of both short and longer term projects  

 − identifying catalyst projects that have low-risk with possibly high rewards

 − stewardship / making sure that city improvements have been adequately planned, designed and tested

 − initial funding being drawn from the reprioritisation of existing long term plan budgets related to upgrades in 
the central city 

 − consideration of new or additional funding mechanisms, further research will be undertaken to determine how  
alternative models can contribute to the implementation of the framework, this will include investigation into 
an Urban Development Agency

 − the identification, simplification and introduction of planning rules

 − open dialogue.  

The final point relates to the fact that the framework’s success is dependent on the contribution of the not only 
the Council but also the design, development and property communities, and institutions that are central to the 
city achieving its vision as a smart capital.        

Storybox Key Facts:

What: Four interactive shipping containers to engage with Wellingtonians about the direction of 
their city

Where: Odlins Plaza and Te Aro Park 

Who: 6000 locals and visitors to the city

When: 23rd June - 23rd July 2011

Engaging local experts throughout the implementation

Officers will establish a technical reference panel with members of the local development and design 
community. The overall aim would be to draw on the group’s skills, experience and expertise to: 

• input to recommendations on the prioritisation of the areas of opportunity.

• peer review design briefs for those as the framework is implemented. 

The creation of such a reference panel will be a useful step in ensuring quality outcomes and has the 
additional benefit of a wide understanding of the framework’s intentions and advocacy of those. 

Engagement with interested and affected parties will also occur on a project and site by site basis as 
the opportunities within the framework are implemented. 
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4 Areas of Opportunity
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4.0 Areas of Opportunity 
This section sets out our intentions and the next steps for specific parts of the city – its streets, buildings, open 
spaces, precincts and systems infrastructure. These are ideas for a dynamic central city — one that’s built for peo-
ple. 

We want a city that:

 − is attractive and green, with high quality buildings, parks and squares

 − encourages people to walk around and spend time outdoors

 − offers places to sit and relax, meet with friends, go to entertainment or sports events, shop, eat and drink, 
work, and live

 − is a friendly place; a place of creativity and imagination. 

Wellington’s central city is all of these things already. But it can be made even better.

The projects in this chapter are not blueprints to be implemented exactly as described – rather, they provide a 
framework showing how the objectives, referred to in the preceding section, can be realised.  

Each section outlines a series of actions or opportunities.  While some opportunities may relate to only one sec-
tion, often they will have multiple benefits.  For example, improvements to a laneway can ease traffic flow through 
the street network as well as being the catalyst for improved built form along its edge.        

This overlay is an important aspect of the framework – it provides a long term frame of reference – reducing the 
need for ad hoc decisions and ensuring the integration of city improvements.  

Figure 6. Each area of opportunity suggested has a relationship to the five workstreams identified. These 
workstreams were used as the primary analysis tools within the Spatial Structure Plan.
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4.1 Streets
Streets are a critical part of a city’s structure.  They provide a context for buildings, express the underlying land-
form, and provide a basis for the local economy – allowing for the movement of people and goods, and providing 
places where people interact.  

Improvements to Wellington’s streets will give better access across and within the city; enhance access to open 
space areas, such as the waterfront and the Town Belt; make streets more attractive and pleasant; and add to the 
character of the central city.

Walking is at the start and the end of every journey.  It’s also the cheapest form of travel, the most environmentally 
friendly, and the most sociable. Pedestrians give a city its life. 

Wellington’s streets therefore need to be designed and built to encourage walking. This means that walking routes 
have to be safe, well lit, sheltered and attractive. The city has to be easy to navigate on foot. There must be a range 
of possible walking routes from place to place, with each route punctuated with places to stop such as shops, cafes 
and open spaces. 

While all great cities are walking cities, other modes of transport are also important. The city should be safe to 
cycle, skate or move about in a wheelchair. Cycling routes should be clear, and cycle stands easy to find.

Almost half of Wellingtonians use public transport to get to and from work in the central city, and demand is likely 
to increase in future. The street system should support reliable, efficient public transport. And public transport 
stops should be comfortable and easy to find.

Vehicles will remain important for transport of people and goods, and the street system must also support safe, 
efficient vehicle movement. 

The transport network has a natural rhythm depending on the time of day and week. Some streets are important 
routes into and across the city and are busiest at peak hours, while others are more important for shoppers and 
other short-term visitors and remain busy throughout the day or weekends.  

The following projects reflect these factors and aim to make greater use of the city’s streets – ensuring they pro-
vide for ease of movement and increasingly be destinations in their own right.  

80% of the central city’s open space 

is made up of streets. 

       Make our streets green

       Ensure connections are easy to make

       Create an eco inner city

       Create inner city neighbourhoods

LEGEND

East West Streets

North South Streets

Irregular Streets

Lanes

Figure 7. The overlay above depicts the relationship of the proposed different streets projects.

LEGEND

East West Streets

North South Streets 

Irregular streets 

Lanes 
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4.1.1  North-South Boulevards
Te Aro’s North-South streets include Kent and Cambridge Terraces, Tory and Taranaki Streets, Cuba Street and Wil-
lis Street. They are important both for people and vehicles getting in and out of the city, but they are not perform-
ing as well as they could, either as transport corridors or as pedestrian areas, largely because:

 − buildings, kerbs and footpaths do not always align, which affects activities at ground level and creates left-over 
and dead spaces

 − street blocks are too big – larger blocks mean fewer route options for pedestrians and so less diversity of shops, 
cafes and other services

 − there are not enough areas of interest to encourage people to stop and spend time 

 − poor sight lines make it hard for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers to navigate, and break the connection be-
tween the city and the waterfront. 

In effect, these streets are merely acting as corridors – rather than as spaces where people will spend time.  

Future improvements to these streets will:

 − clarify the alignment of buildings, kerbs and footpaths

 − clarify the role these streets play in connecting people and vehicles throughout the city and form appropriate 
streetscape responses

 − improve pedestrian spaces

 − promote active uses at street level – such as shops, cafes, appropriate residential development and other uses 
with open doorways and/or dynamic window displays

 − provide street trees, where appropriate, transforming them into urban boulevards. 

Figure 8. A vision for the greening of Taranaki Street. Smart design solutions incorporating landscaping and increased pedestrian amenity 
while maintaining transport efficiencies will be investigated.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions 
Taranaki Street 
Taranaki Street is a major movement spine within the city 
and it is proposed it will be “greened”. This street forms 
part of the processional route through the city from Parlia-
ment up to Government House. The design will ensure 
prioritisation of pedestrian comfort through comprehen-
sive landscaping, paving and lighting upgrades. A review 
of development controls, canopy provision and encroach-
ments will also be undertaken. 

 − Set design principles

 − Specify  furniture, paving and vegetation standards for 
streets to relate to Public Space Design Manual.

 − Complete detailed streetscape design for catalyst pro-
jects: Taranaki St and Willis St.

 − Design concepts for longer term projects.

 − Complete upgrade of Taranaki St and Willis St golden 
mile section (within established budget). 

 − Sustain partnerships with property owners to achieve 
desired built form outcomes.                                                                                             

 − Study and prepare recommendations for built form 
controls for inclusion in the district plan. 

 − Establish costs and funding for longer term projects 

Willis Street 
This specific design will consider Willis Street from Karo 
Drive right through to Customhouse Quay. This is impor-
tant as it provides a spine through from the south of the 
city to the Wellington Regional Stadium. As the nature of 
the street changes over its length this will most likely be 
reflected in the design (i.e. the ‘Golden Mile’ section will 
be paved differently). However, this design will compre-
hensively review alignments at street and upper levels, 
shading of the street from adjacent buildings, visual amen-
ity, comprehensive street landscaping, paving and lighting.

Kent and Cambridge Terrace                                                                                                       
These streets have an important role to play in relation 
to the Basin Reserve and the waterfront. The intention is 
to combine a number of the median islands into a linear 
park.  Alternative concepts will also be explored, such as 
placing the park at the eastern side of the road providing 
a clear edge to the central city.  Key sites for development 
will also be identified.

Tory Street                                                                                                                                     
Tory Street is an important street for views. Because the 
elevated south end is visible along the street, it also helps 
people to understand the topography of Te Aro. Uneven 
building alignments and encroachments make Tory Street 
feel “messy”.  These will be reviewed, along with compre-
hensive street landscaping, finishes, furniture and lighting.

Cuba Street 
This specific design will aim to protect the character of 
Cuba Street. It will include a review of heritage controls 
and built form controls (i.e. controls of building size and 
shape), landscape, open space network, and the potential 
for development of an outdoor performance space. It will 
also enhance character through lighting, planting, paving  
and street furniture. The incorporation of an enlarged Te 
Aro Park, and the addition of key lanes and links, will also 
be considered.

Boulevards design brief                                                                                                                   
This will define the role of each North-South street and design the future streetscape to ensure increased pedestrian and 
cyclists’ comfort, while accommodating public transport and private vehicles. This will also take into consideration best 
practice sustainable streetscape design. Each street will have slightly different considerations, however, some common fac-
tors include climate (wind and solar), lighting, carriageway dimensions, cycling, public transport considerations, landscap-
ing, street furniture, built form controls.
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4.1.2 East-West Connectors
The central city is framed by the harbour and Town Belt.  These provide a stunning backdrop as well as recreational 
spaces.  Despite their close proximity, they can be difficult to access.  

The city’s East-West streets can enhance the connections between the city and the Town Belt, waterfront, and 
university campuses.

The longer East-West streets in Te Aro provide cross-valley links.  Their large blocks provide visual connections 
across the city but could function better with clearer pedestrian connections into the Town Belt and up to Victoria 
University’s Kelburn campus. These pedestrian connections, in turn, have the potential to increase the amount of 
pedestrian activity into and within Te Aro.   

This could be achieved through the introduction of street trees and shared spaces, which would enhance urban 
ecology and soften the cityscape, making it more comfortable for pedestrians.  

Improving the intersections and uses of the shorter streets in the Lambton Quarter could provide more direct con-
nections from the city and the waterfront.  

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions 
Buckle Street

Buckle Street frames the southern end of the CBD. It is 
a core element of the (capital city) processional route, 
being the address for the memorial park and the Carillion.  
Massey University also fronts the street.  These will need 
to be critical considerations in the detailed design of the 
Ngauranga to Airport roading upgrade. 

 −  Set design principles.

 − Specify  furniture, the paving and vegetation standards 
for streets to relate to Public Space Design Manual.

 − Complete detailed streetscape design for each identi-
fied street.

 − Engage with artists on specific streets to produce con-
ceptual ideas.

 − Work with NZTA on Buckle Street design.

 − Investigate options for pedestrian routes from Buller 
Street to the university.

 − Investigate town belt track links for commuting.     

 − Facilitate ground floor activity on building develop-
ments on Willeston Street. 

 −  Consider heritage as a key priority in design and plan-
ning.

Vivian Street 

Vivian Street (adjoined by Pirie and Buller Steets) pro-
vides a direct line of sight and is the only continuous road 
across the valley.  Design intentions include:

 − Enhanced pedestrian connections at the edges to the 
Town Belt and Victoria University

 − Ensuring that entry points relate to commuting routes

 − Improvements to pedestrian comfort

Dixon Street/Courtenay Place/ Majoribanks Street 

These are already well integrated streets within the city. 
This project requires minor works (including signage, 
lighting, and well designed access points).  

Willeston Street 

The street is an axis with notable heritage sites (Stewart 
Dawsons corner and the Old Bank Arcade) and one of 
the highest pedestrian spots in the city.  Its potential as 
a visible and short connection to the waterfront is not 
realised.  This can be achieved through:

 − An improved at grade crossing point to Frank Kitts 
Park.

 − Work with property owners to encourage new ground 
level activity along the street and at the corner of 
Jervois Quay.

Waring Taylor Street 

While there is limited activity on this street, it offers a 
clear visual connection to the waterfront.  Its potential as 
a primary pedestrian access route is likely to increase with 
developments in the Kumutoto area of the waterfront.  
The physical quality of the street (i.e. lighting and paving) 
should be improved as part of its next scheduled upgrade. 

East-West connectors design brief                                                                                                                   
This project involves making the open spaces on the central city’s edge more desirable and easy to get to.  It also involves 
making the most of the city’s streets as open spaces, and making them ‘greener’ and more attractive. Specific streetscape 
design will be undertaken to protect character of streets through heritage review, corridor studies and revised built form 
controls, clarifying each street’s role in Te Aro, and setting a palette for lighting, planting, paving and urban design fittings.

Figure 11. Cross-valley connections will make the town belt more accessible form the city. Connecting existing city streets with the path-
ways within the town belt and ensuring entry points are easy to get to.

Figure 9. Location of Majoribanks 
Street.

Figure 10. Existing Majoribanks Street.  
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4.1.3 Laneways
Laneways are small streets that link larger street blocks, offering pedestrians, vehicles and cyclists shorter routes 
through the city. They also bring light into potentially dark areas, offer views of nearby landscapes, and provide 
sheltered routes in bad weather.

By making movements easier and quicker, they encourage people to get out and about. This increases opportu-
nities for people to interact with each other, makes street life more vibrant and safe, and allows retail and other 
activity to thrive.

Wellington already has a network of small streets but there is scope to improve these to create a network of highly 
distinctive, attractive, pedestrian-friendly, safe and viable laneways.

This will require both public and private commitment, as many laneways are in private ownership. The aim is to 
prioritise laneways that are most important to the overall pedestrian network, work with property owners and 
developers to encourage better design and land use, and embed a regulatory environment that supports this.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions 
Opera House Lanes, Eva Street, Leeds Street

These lanes, plus the extension of a link across the Michael 
Fowler carpark, will provide significant improvements in 
connectivity between Te Aro and the waterfront.

 − Set design principles.

 − Specify  furniture, the paving and vegetation standards 
for streets to relate to Public Space Design Manual. 

 − Complete detailed streetscape design for each identi-
fied street.

 − Engage with artists to produce art strategy for lanes.

 − Develop recommendations for built form controls to 
amend the current district plan.

 − Sustain partnerships with property owners to achieve 
desired built form outcomes.

 − Consider property acquisitions as an option to ensure 
delivery of lanes.

 − Fund minor street improvements.

Plimmer Steps, Cable Car Lane, Farmers Lane, Masons 
Lane

These links, stairs and lanes, bridge the vertical gap be-
tween the Terrace and Lambton Quay. These will become 
critical as more buses are using the Terrace and people are 
looking for better ways to connect to the level of Lambton 
Quay.

Ebor Street, Holland Street West, Alpha Street

These small streets could be extended through to the 
other side of the blocks they inhabit. Such an extension 
could provide opportunity for residential development and 
potentially greater public open space. 

Laneways design brief                                                                                                                   
The design brief will determine which laneways have the most potential for development and set out how they can de-
velop in ways that increase pedestrian use of the laneways and surrounding areas, thereby making ground floor uses such 
as shops, cafes, exhibition spaces and so on more viable. The brief will encourage development opportunities by demon-
strating the potential for laneways to become more heavily used. Specific design of the different type of lanes throughout 
the city will also be included. The design will consider comprehensive landscaping, finishes, adjacent uses and lighting. The 
lanes identified below are recommended as catalyst projects.

Figure 14. Making lanes safe, vibrant, and pleasant environments to be in will provide a secondary, more sheltered network for people to 
move through the city in.

Figure 12. Location of Opera House 
Lane.

Figure 13. Existing Opera House Lane.   
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4.1.4 Irregular Streets
Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place follow the form of the original Wellington shoreline, while Jervois Quay fol-
lows the current form. These streets vary in width, and are often curved. This adds a distinctive aspect to the city’s 
character, and also creates a number of open spaces (many of which are triangular – see section 4.3 Open Spaces) 
where these streets intersect with those on the North-South or East-West grid.

Victoria Street is the result of a number of streets being combined to form one street. It, too, is irregular in shape 
with a distinctive kink as it intersects with Manners and Dixon Streets. For future improvements to Victoria Street, 
see section 4.4 Precincts.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions 
Jervois Quay

This design will consider the future of the Quay in light of 
the Ngauranga to Airport Corridor Plan that should see 
traffic on the Quays reduced once the State Highway works 
are complete. 

 − Set design principles and approaches to these streets.

 − Complete concept streetscape design for each identi-
fied street to feed into precinct studies.

Lambton Quay study

This will consider built form alignments at street and 
podium level, access to sunlight, visual amenity, key links 
between The Terrace and the waterfront and sites for 
urban renewal.

Victoria Street

This project will be specifically related to the Victoria 
Street Precinct Plan. The street design component will 
review the alignment of buildings and kerbs, landscaping, 
finishes, lighting, and street furniture to prioritise pedes-
trian comfort. Alongside this, both the precinct plan and 
the new residential design guide will provide built form 
guidelines.  Key sites for public and private catalyst pro-
jects will also be identified.

Irregular Streets design brief                                                                                                                   
Specific street design projects for each of the irregular streets are required, as they all have very different constraints and 
opportunities. In general, these specific design projects should identify the role of each street and how that can comple-
ment the other streets within the city centre.

Figure 17. Buildings are used to define the edge of the street and parks. Where irregular streets meet the city grid triangle spaces are 
formed, these could be used for green spaces that provide relief from the buildings.

Figure 15. Location of Victoria 
Street.

Figure 16. Existing Victoria Street.   
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4.2 Built Structure
Buildings are places of shelter and activity.  Be it to sleep, work, or share a meal at a restaurant, buildings are core 
to the functioning of any city.  They are also prominent features of the public realm.   Their architectural qualities 
can dramatically add (or detract) from a place.  Collectively, they create order in the city.  

Wellington’s central city residential population is likely to grow by several thousand people in coming decades. 
Though some of these people will find homes in inner suburbs, most will live in CBD apartments and townhouses. 
Residential amenity will need to improve, and developers will most likely have to cater for a wider range of resi-
dents, from individuals looking for ‘crash pads’ to families choosing an inner city lifestyle. The city centre will need 
to provide services and recreation opportunities for children and the elderly.

There is sufficient capacity under the existing planning controls to accommodate growth. The key issues facing the 
city is ensuring quality and efficiency (that is, the right building on the right site).

The city’s building stock is varied in terms of age, type and performance (e.g. energy efficiency).  As buildings be-
come renewed and sites developed there are opportunities to improve the quality and contribution that they can 
make to the city.     

By developing in a way that takes into account the environment, surroundings, and the changing expectations and 
needs of businesses and residents the city’s building stock should be resilient into the future. 

The following projects aim to: 

 Create a prosperous central city  

 Accommodate growth and change

 Build the city in response to the local setting

 Create an eco inner city

 Create inner city neighbourhoods

 Tell our stories

 Strengthen character and coherence  

Projections for 2040:

20+ thousand estimated new dwellings required to accom-
modate growth across the whole city 

(Population growth divided by average dwelling size of 2.5 people)

Figure 18. Innovative built structures that reflect the character and context of the area they are located help strengthen the coher-
ence of the city. 
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4.2.1 Building Quality
Buildings should be designed with the landscape, streetscape, and neighbours in mind. Some buildings are well de-
signed and have strong, clear links with the street and nearby open spaces. But in some parts of the city there are 
ad hoc relationships between buildings and street, with some buildings set back from the pavement while neigh-
bouring buildings encroach. This gives a street an incoherent appearance, makes it harder to navigate, and harms 
character.

Likewise, some building developments are insensitive to the landscape or to neighbouring buildings. One example 
is building too close to the balconies or windows of neighbouring apartments.

Future planning regulations will enhance building quality, requiring sensitivity to streetscapes, landscapes and 
neighbouring buildings. The Council will also encourage buildings of distinction on key street corners and adjacent 
to public spaces and boulevards.

The Council will seek to ensure that the regulatory model is clear and managed in a way that provides certainty for 
developers, occupiers, neighbours and for future generations. 

Figure 19. Buildings should be related to the surrounding area and add interest and rigor to the street.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions
Residential Apartment Design Guide

Create a comprehensive Residential Apartment Design 
Guide to increase private and public amenities, more ef-
ficient use of land and greener building standards. This 
will also take into account emergent technologies and the 
ability to more easily adapt buildings for different uses 
over time.

 − Review existing design guides and planning controls 
related to built form.

 − Review standards within Building Code and Act.

 − Create a comprehensive residential apartment design 
guide.

 − Use design guides to create assessment criteria within 
the district plan.

 − Work with architects, developers, property owners, 
and other development professionals on education 
regarding apartment developments.

Urban development panel

An urban development panel could be established to as-
sess large-scale or significant development proposals. The 
panel would include architects, landscape architects, tech-
nical consultants and property professionals.  The overall 
objective would be to improve the quality of applications 
to achieve clearly stated regulatory, amenity and environ-
mental standards. 

 − Review existing panel models within the New Zealand 
and international context.

 − Assess potential of having a regional panel.

 − Develop the model for Wellington, including member 
selection criteria.

 − Communicate to the development community the pur-
pose and use of the panel.

Integration of spatial tools into regulatory model

The integration of precinct plans and other spatial tools 
that will be used to set new built form controls into the 
existing regulatory model is an essential project. This will 
include work on the District Plan, policies and strategies. 
Within this project, a clear communication and education 
plan will be required.

 − Examine legislative constraints and enablers for the 
use of spatial tools.

 − Determine possible options for spatial tools to be inte-
grated and analyse the impact of these.

 − Investigate the use of different technology for delivery.

Ground Floor Frontage Plan

An overall ground floor frontage plan defining uses and 
character of ground floor frontages, upgrading of front-
ages, alignments of facades as well as principles for zones 
on footpaths for commercial activities.

 − Review existing design guides and planning controls.

 − Undertake comprehensive plan in relation to street 
role and function study.

 − Align advice with other proposed guidance documents

 − Investigate best tools to implement.

 − Begin implementation process, with potential addition 
to existing design guides.

Building Resilience Guide

Create a comprehensive guide that promotes best prac-
tice responses on resilience for buildings. This will address 
both retrofits and new buildings with a particular focus on 
issues of flexibility, earthquakes and other environmental 
emergencies, and the risks associated with climate change.

 − Review existing codes and guidance.

 − Undertake research on international best practice and 
innovation.

 − Work with appropriate authorities on lessons learned 
on resilience.

 − Complete a comprehensive guide.

 − Investigate the best methods to implement.
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4.2.2 Built Heritage
Wellington’s built heritage, as seen in places such as Cuba Street, is a key component of the city’s character. Herit-
age must be protected and sustained.

This does not only mean protecting heritage buildings where that is safe and practicable. It also means learn-
ing lessons from the past about how the city’s built character and streetscapes were created. As one example, in 
colonial times commercial buildings were typically built to the street, whereas in more recent developments the 
relationship between buildings and street has been less consistent. In turn, this inconsistency affects the character 
of a street or precinct.

A specific example is triangular sites on street corners. In colonial times, these important sites had high quality 
buildings (such as Lambton Quay’s Old Bank) covering their entire footprint.  More recently, however, these sites 
have sometimes been built with square or rectangular buildings that are cheaper to construct but don’t have clear 
relationships with the street or its history. 

This framework aims to make a feature of these triangular sites.  These junctions where three streets come to-
gether are prominent.  Improving the way their edges relate to their surrounds will be an important consideration. 
(Also see section Open Space.) 

Other interventions referred to elsewhere in this framework, such as ‘stream streets’ and initiatives to acknowl-
edge Wellington’s Maori settlements and land use, will also reveal the city’s natural and cultural past.

Figure 20. Stewart Dawson’s Corner and the MLC building show how clear built relationships to the street can help people find their way 
within a city.

Areas of Opportunity Steps required 
Heritage application 

Wellington city didn’t exist 200 years ago.  Its history is 
remarkably compressed and it’s a story of change.  It’s a 
history that is most clearly seen in the different ages and 
layers of buildings.  But Wellington also has a much deeper 
and longer history than its buildings reveal.  It has a geolo-
gy, mythology, physical and cultural landscape and whaka-
papa that are unique.  The study, expression and sharing 
of these are as vital and prominent a part of the city as 
heritage  architecture.  While significant sites will continue 
to receive protection or acknowledgement in situ, stories 
and experiences will also need to be documented and 
shared.  New and interactive ways of sharing these will be 
explored as will treatments such as ‘stream streets’ in the 
built environment. 

 − Partner with Mana Whenua on revision of the Maori 
heritage listings in the District Plan.

 − Explore the creation of heritage ‘applications’ for use 
in the city.

Integration of heritage into the strategic design of public 
space

A stage of the planning of open space should be a con-
sideration of context, including heritage. This encourages 
learning about the traditional uses for certain areas within 
the city and using these ideas to feed into the conceptual 
design of space. An example is how buildings were de-
signed to emphasise parts of the street network.

 − Undertake case studies that demonstrate the primary 
lessons learnt from heritage within Wellington city.

 − Apply case studies and principles to inform open space 
design. 

Promote heritage debate

An area or building’s heritage may relate to architectural 
style, events that happened there or other values.  Pro-
moting an understanding and debate about the merits of 
these would be an important test in guiding a review of 
current and future listings in the District Plan.  

 − Assess the existing range of heritage listings in terms 
of the type of heritage they represent.

 − Identify potential new listings that reflect ‘gaps’ in 
heritage.

 − Assess the merits of introducing a ‘scaled’ heritage 
categorisation and associated levels of protection.

 − Showcase examples of adaptive and economic reuse 
of heritage buildings.

 − Identify levels of investment to ensure heritage stock 
is adequately maintained.
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4.2.3 Case Study Sites
Six sites have been identified as significant to the success of other projects in this framework.  The sites were 
chosen and studied for the following reasons:

 − the potential for development to contribute to key projects while still meeting developers’ feasibility con-
straints 

 − the ability to test assumptions 

 − the site itself or existing built form was problematic. 

Studies undertaken within the Spatial Structure Plan focused on massing, scale, alignment, building type and 
open space options. They provide insight on the following issues:

 − current regulations and likely massing

 − public and private amenity issues

 − streetscape and context / relationship to the area

 − access to sunlight and cross ventilation

 − private open space.

These studies are intended to be used to achieve better outcomes with the specific property owners/developers 
of these sites.  It is also expected that they can be used as demonstrations to show how the approach could be 
applied to sites with similar conditions.   

It is anticipated that further sites will be identified for specific study through the completion of precinct studies.

160 Victoria Street

Within the context of the proposed Victoria Street, realignment 160 Victoria becomes an important built form. The 
principles for this sites focus on:

 − Relationship between massing and neighbouring sites 

 − Relationship of form to the hierarchy of adjacent streets 

 − Creating useful private open space 

 − Creating useful communal open space 

 − Improving the public domain quality of surrounding streets 

 − Ensuring adequate natural light and ventilation to all units. 

Further detail can be found on each case study within the Spatial Structure Plan - page 76.

79 Dixon Street

The significant corner position of this site, combined with a constrained site size and position on the corner of a pro-
posed “East-West link” and Victoria Street realignment, makes this site vital in the realisation of a number of projects. 
The principles for this site focus on:

 − The reinforcement of the realignment of Victoria Street 

 − Increased structure for the East-West link 

 − Relationship of massing to neighbouring developments and potential amalgamation of sites 

 − Creating useful private open space 

 − Creating useful communal open space 

 − Improving the public domain quality of surrounding streets 

 − Ensuring adequate natural light and ventilation to all units. 

Further detail can be found on each case study within the Spatial Structure Plan - page 81.
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49 Tory Street

This site has some large buildings that currently don’t adequately address the primary frontage and it also has the po-
tential to deliver greater connectivity through the large Te Aro blocks. The focus for this site is on:

 − Introducing new street frontages to maximise both number of addresses, solar gain and cross-ventilation into units 

 − Using increased height to offset public uses through site 

 − Increasing massing related to street hierarchy 

 − Creating useful communal open space 

 − Improving the public domain quality of surrounding streets 

 − Ensuring adequate natural light and ventilation  to all units. 

Further detail can be found on each case study within the Spatial Structure Plan - page 89.

11 Victoria Street

This full block site is triangular in shape and forms part of one of the most important intersections in Wellington. Any 
proposal on this site will have significant impact on Frank Kitts Park, the waterfront, and the adjacent city blocks. Main 
considerations here are:

 − Articulation of massing to reduce shadowing effects on park and reduce apparent scale 

 − Increase access to sunlight

 − Using massing to emphasize significant intersection 

 − Provision of roof terraces to provide residential open space amenity 

 − Using balconies to increase passive surveillance and animate the building façade 

 − Improving the public domain quality of surrounding streets 

 − Ensuring adequate natural light and ventilation to all units. 

Further detail can be found on each case study within the Spatial Structure Plan - page 97.

169 Wakefield Street

This site has three street frontages and should form an edge to the important North-South spine of Taranaki Street. 
The relationship to Te Papa, Circa theatre and the waterfront in general are also important factors. Principles articu-
lated for this site are:

 − Use of internal courtyards to provide adequate light and ventilation

 − Use of podium structures to provide communal open space 

 − Using appropriate building size and shape to define important corners and provide structure to wider space

 − Introducing cross-site walking links at ground level so that pedestrians can take the shortest or most intuitive 
route.  

Further detail can be found on each case study within the Spatial Structure Plan - page 93.

15 Abel Smith Street

The size, shape and general context of this site makes for an interesting study. The principles focused on are:

 − Mixed- use development 

 − Introducing different typologies to deal with inherent site issues 

 − Ensuring adequate natural light and ventilation to all units 

 − Indicating entry to buildings through articulation of the form 

 − Increasing passive surveillance to the street 

 − Creating useful private open space 

 − Creating useful communal open space 

 − Improving the public domain quality of surrounding streets.

Further detail can be found on each case study within the Spatial Structure Plan - page 86.
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4.3 Open Spaces
The central city is literally surrounded by nature: hills, sea and sky are dominant features of the urban landscape. 
The central city itself, by contrast, is characterised by hard surfaces and little vegetation.

This framework aims to introduce more green spaces – places to reflect, relax, kick a ball, play with the kids.  
These spaces include small parks, green roofs, and green links.  These will be introduced when we upgrade 
streets, when areas are revitalised, and when developers and building owners recognise that tenants value such 
spaces.

These spaces are needed because of growth in the inner city population – inner city residents increasingly are 
seeking out comfortable spaces for relaxation and recreation. Green spaces are also needed because of changing 
patterns of activity in the inner city, for example as people use the inner city for exercise or to attend events and 
festivals. The increasing use of technology also needs to be considered in the design of public space.

Other benefits of the projects outlined here include:

 − more public meeting places

 − greater diversity of spaces

 − increased biodiversity within city environment

 − refuge spaces for environmental emergencies

 − increased awareness of the city’s ecology and history.

       Make our streets green

       Create an eco inner city

       Build the city in response to the local setting

       Create inner city neighbourhoods

       Tell our stories

Figure 21. The relationship between the proposed open space strategies will form an integrated green network.

LEGEND

Waterfront

Parliament, Memorial Park processional route

Cuba Street

Blue Spaces- paths to water front

Blue Spaces- Stream Streets (indicative)

The Terrace and Lambton Quay 

Access to large Spaces

Triangle Spaces

East Te Aro area

Civic area

Victoria + Cuba  area
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4.3.1 Triangular Spaces
Triangular spaces in urban environments are highly prized because they represent a junction of more than two 
streets, offering wider, more interesting views and a vantage point from which to see where you are in the city. 
They make cities easier to navigate and therefore more walkable.

Wellington’s central city has an abundance of triangular spaces which were created where the original city street 
grid met the old shoreline. They make a significant contribution to the central city’s compact, pedestrian friendly 
form and tell an important story about the way Wellington has changed over time. 

This framework proposes the redesign of five key triangular spaces to make the most of their special features and 
strategic locations. Further details on these projects is available in Section 4.4.3 Te Aro. These redevelopments 
will improve connections to the waterfront and other civic spaces, create more quality cultural and performance 

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions
Te Aro Park 

This area could be better integrated into Cuba Mall and 
offer a performance space.  

 − Undertake comprehensive landscape design.

 − Fund property acquisition. 

 − Acquire relevant property in order to extend the park.

 − Work with mana whenua.

 − Work with surrounding cultural venues to establish 
ways to use the space for performance.

Victoria + Wakefield intersection 

The redesign of this space could better connect two signifi-
cant streets to Civic Square and through to the waterfront.  

 − Undertake comprehensive landscape design in align-
ment with civic square project objectives.

 − Undertake traffic assessment.

 − Fund from renewals and new upgrade budget. 

Lambton + Hunter + Willis Street Block 

A redesign of this space could better emphasise the impor-
tant heritage buildings here and improve the intersection 
of three important streets.

 − Undertake streetscape design.

 − Work with property owner to develop the block.

Post Office Square 

The redesign of this space would improve its appeal, use 
as a park, and provide a clearer link to the waterfront 
through Grey Street. 

 − Illustrate potential through concept design.

 − Test assumption of use and patronage. 

 − Undertake landscape design in line with Jervois Quay 
project.

 − Work with heritage to ensure the story of the square 
is told.

Michael Fowler Carpark 

The primary aim of this redesign is to join the western Te 
Aro area to the waterfront.  This is a key component of the 
laneways project (see section Laneways) making ground 
floor activity on Opera House lane economically viable. It 
has the added benefit of providing a cultural ribbon – join-
ing the City Gallery, Te Papa, the Wharewaka, the Town 
Hall, Michael Fowler Centre, the Opera House and beyond 
to the theatres on Courtenay Place and the Film Archive 
on Taranaki St. 

 − Undertake a parking impact study.

 − Illustrate potential through temporary / display initia-
tive.

 − Undertake landscape design.

Figure 24. An extension of Te Aro park would allow for greater uses. Cuba Mall will provide a great, active edge to this space.

Figure 22. Location of Te Aro Park. Figure 23. Existing address to Cuba Mall.  
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4.3.2 Green Walls and Roofs
Many of the city’s buildings have flat roofs and terraces or podiums. These can be fitted with green roofs. Although 
green roofs are easier to achieve with new buildings, there is the potential to retrofit existing structures. The ben-
efits include reduced peak flows to the stormwater system, reduced stormwater contaminants, habitat for birds, 
and cooling from reduced solar gain to internal spaces.  It also encourages the private provision of green space to 
complement those provided by the city.

Wellington’s climate is such that the outdoor use of open spaces in elevated positions would require shelter, but 
this can be achieved with good design and consideration as to prevailing wind direction and access to sunlight. 

Green walls are commonly used in places where the space is narrow and relatively well sheltered, to provide visual 
interest and to cool spaces. Wellington’s narrow streets and lanes would be well suited to these forms of greening 
provided a water supply can be maintained – these can be linked with green roofs by retaining rainwater for use to 
reticulate water to the green walls.

Figure 25. Retrofitted green walls and roofs can be introduced to deliver some benefits for both the performance of 
buildings and public amenity.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Narrow Streets

Green walls can be investigated for use within streetscape 
projects especially on some of the narrow streets, links 
and lanes.

 − Identify within the laneways design (see section Lane-
ways) which areas may be appropriate for green walls.

 − Work with property owners to incorporate green walls 
in conjunction with lane upgrades.

 − Create a vegetation standard for green walls.

 − Extend the Council’s road reserve planting scheme to 
include inner city green walls.

Green building code

The long term aim is for all new builds and retrofits to 
achieve green status. While green standards are becoming 
the norm for new buildings, it is still necessary to assess 
and illustrate the potential for retrofits to achieve those 
standards. 

 − Research and determine the most appropriate method 
for delivering green buildings.

 − Develop best practice standards.

 − Work in partnership with developers to deliver green 
buildings.

Vertical connections between the Terrace and Lambton 
Quay 

The spaces connecting the Terrace and Lambton Quay can 
be used as part of the open space network. Primarily this 
will see the:

1. Development of small, sheltered, elevated open spaces 
integrated into the public lanes and steps linking the two 
streets, and into existing spaces on The Terrace 

2. Encouragement of private open spaces within apart-
ment/residential developments, and the utilisation of 
green roofs and green walls to improve the stormwater 
management performance and visual amenity of the area. 

 − Produce a green walls/green roofs toolkit.

 − Undertake detailed design work for identified sites.

 − Fund and undertake capital works to improve the 
public realm.

 − Work with building owners to encourage retrofit of 
existing podium roof spaces.

Edible City urban research lab 

Like air, water, and other basic human needs, food is 
easy to take for granted when it is abundant.  Patterns 
of consumption depend significantly on personal choice, 
cost, land use, but transportation and other factors such 
as natural disasters also influence access to and security of 
food supply. The question and role of food in our cities is 
explored by Massey University.  Understanding its conse-
quences for Wellington is important.    

 − Raise public understanding and awareness by pro-
viding locations in the city for display and research 
projects.

 − Use the city as a living ‘laboratory’ to test out applied 
research into urban agriculture and related factors.

 − Collaborate with researchers to generate new research 
on the relationship between urban planning and sus-
tainable urban food systems.
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4.3.3 Stream Streets
Seven historical streams run under the fabric of the city. These streams could be used to create different types of 
streetscapes that celebrate the city’s natural heritage. Planting and landscaping could be used to filter stormwater 
runoff before it is discharged into the harbour, as well as reducing surface flooding during high rainfall. 

The form of each of these ‘stream streets’ would vary according to the street space available and the landscape 
concept being incorporated.

Wellington’s original coastline ran along Thorndon and Lambton Quays and Wakefield Street, prior to a major 
earthquake in 1855 and subsequent land reclamations. This original shoreline is an important part of the city’s 
character. Although the original shoreline is marked with plaques and is evident from the streets’ irregular shapes, 
there is potential to make it more distinctive by using landscaping which will also improve filtration of stormwater.

Figure 26. Left: Celebration of where original streams meet the harbour can provide great places for people. Right: Incorporation of water 
into public space design can have functional benefits also.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Stream Streets

Introduce filtration and hydrological systems as landscapes 
on streets that are sites of historical streams. This ena-
bles the improvement of stormwater quality from surface 
street runoff prior to discharge to the harbour and will 
provide some detention in the street system to reduce 
surface flooding in high rainfall events. It also reflects the 
natural history of the city. The use of tree-pit soakage 
should continue on the other larger city streets. Streets 
included within this project are Kent and Cambridge Ter-
race, Taranaki Street, Harris Street, Waring Taylor Street, 
Whitmore/Bunny/Bowen Streets, and Pipitea Street.

 − Partner with mana whenua to develop the concept.

 − Work with Wellington Waterfront and the Technical 
Advisory Group to establish appropriate relationships 
between stream streets and the waterfront.

 − Undertake landscape design and develop standard 
details.

 − Investigate appropriate methods for filtration and end 
of pipe treatment.

 − Determine location points related to stream streets.

 − Complete capital works in relation to street upgrades.

Old coastline

Develop a consistent landscape treatment that is continu-
ous along the old shoreline, incorporating stormwater 
management. This can be used to reinforce the Golden 
Mile and city identity.

 − Develop landscape palette.

 − Include heritage interpretation.
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4.3.4 Landscape (focus areas)
Landscape affects the way the city is laid out and functions, and the way we experience it.  This is true of geological 
features, historical changes such as reclamations, and the way we design spaces and introduce vegetation.  Future 
designs can enhance areas and contribute to their distinctiveness of character. 

Across the focus areas development will aim to provide open space that has different character and uses depend-
ing on location and weather constraints to supplement the space we already have.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Capital City: Parliament + Memorial

The green spaces at Parliament, the proposed Memorial 
Park, the open space related to the railway station, and the 
processional route that is to link these together provide 
important recognition of Wellington’s capital city status. 

 − Work with the Ministry for Culture and Heritage (and 
others) on activities to showcase the 150th anniversary 
of the capital moving to Wellington in 2015. 

 − Develop a comprehensive open space design for the 
Parliamentary area (in line with objectives set out in the 
precinct plan see section Parliamentary Precinct)

 − Continue to work with the New Zealand Transport 
Agency (NZTA) and the Ministry for Culture and Herit-
age to ensure the delivery of Memorial Park.

 − Define the processional route and ensure that 
streetscapes within this reflect the precincts that it runs 
between.

 − Undertake relevant capital works for street projects.

Civic

The space between Willis Street, Harris Street, Jervois 
Quay and Lower Cuba Street forms a ‘hinge’ within 
the city. This area is home to Civic Square. This project 
is a comprehensive design that focuses primarily on:                                                                                                 
1. The legibility of connections between Civic Square and 
the street network surrounding it.

2. Increasing the active use of the square.

3. Creating more legible links between Willis Street and the 
waterfront.

 − Undertake specific pedestrian analysis.

 − Comprehensive public space design.

 − Identify potential modification to adjacent buildings 
and uses and work with stakeholders to define timing 
around any modifications.

 − Detailed design for streetscape and square.

 − Complete capital works.

Cuba / Victoria

Design options for the public open spaces of Cuba Mall and 
upper Victoria Street will be explored.

 − Undertake Victoria and Cuba precinct plan.

 − Complete detailed streetscape simplification design. 

East Te Aro

East Te Aro has undergone significant change due to growth 
of residential apartments over the last 10 years. A compre-
hensive landscape plan is required for this area to deter-
mine where the opportunities are for small park spaces that 
can provide amenity for the residents in this neighbour-
hood. The focus will be on:

1. Existing public open spaces which can be made more 
effective, and specific design development will be required 
for these

2. Development of a new linear park utilising Kent and 
Cambridge Terrace median and linking between the Basin 
Reserve and Waitangi Park.

3. Clearer delineation of open spaces at each end of Courte-
nay Place

4. Opportunities for small park spaces.

 − Complete East Te Aro precinct plan to identify potential 
new open spaces, and use wind study to help determine 
appropriate built form to try and mitigate wind issues. 

 − Undertake detailed design for existing open space up-
grades.

 − Work with NZTA to determine specifics for Kent and 
Cambridge Terraces and how they integrate with Basin 
Reserve.

 − Undertake landscape design for Kent and Cambridge 
Terrace. 

Parliament

Queens Wharf

Frank Kitts Park

Courtenay Place

Vivian Street

Buckle Street
Figure 27. Sections across the city explain the relationship of the city to the surrounding hills and harbour.
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iii 

iii Available at www.Wellington.govt.nz/making-it-happen/central-city-framework

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Allenby steps / pocket park (Terrace Gardens) 

Redesign the pocket park and access way. The park can be 
developed as a staging post between the city and Kelburn 
campus. It also offers the potential as a performance / thea-
tre space or a community garden.  

 − Undertake pedestrian movement study.

 − Explore private, institutional funding, and Plimmer 
bequest funding options.

 − Complete design concepts.

 − Complete detailed design. 

Public Space Design Manual

The manual aims to achieve improved streetscape, high-
quality materials and a high standard of maintenance. It is a 
key tool for achieving the objectives of the Council’s Public 
Space Design Policy (available at www.Wellington.govt.nz). 
This manual provides the palette of materials, fixtures and 
furniture in public space areas targeted for investment in 
Wellington’s central city and suburban centres.

 − Use analysis within the Spatial Structure Planiii, along 
with consideration of transport objectives, to deter-
mine primary urban planning objectives for each street 
within the city.

 − Undertake stage 2 of the Public Space Design Manual 
which rationalises the street furniture for each precinct 
and common street types.

 − Set performance criteria for monitoring public space.

 − Ensure a relationship between the palettes suggested 
and techniques used with the suburban centres.

 − Align with the public art strategy.

 − Align maintenance and renewals budgets to match the 
recommendations within the manual.

Access to large spaces

 There are large open space areas that can play an in-
creased role in the provision of open space in the city. Pri-
marily these are the Town Belt and waterfront. Improving 
the links to these from the central city will enable increased 
utilisation in combination with additional amenity provision 
within these large open areas.

 − Implement East-West street projects.

 − Develop a signage strategy that directs people towards 
these spaces from within the urban environment.

 − Provide a series of entry points and linkages from the 
edge of the Town Belt up to the ridgeline and lookout 
points.  

 − Highlight popular walking routes for visitors to the city.

Clyde Quay

Create a public space plan to improve public access to the 
historic Clyde Quay Harbour and connection back to the 
rest of the waterfront and up to Mt Victoria.

 − Prepare a public space plan that considers:

1. current and proposed relationship with Oriental Pa-
rade

2. current and proposed access arrangements 

3. heritage fabric 

4. landscape

5. public facilities 

6. built form.
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 Create a prosperous central city

 Accommodate growth and change

 Ensure connections are easy to make

 Create inner city neighbourhoods

 Strengthen character and coherence

 Build the city in response to the local setting

 Tell our stories

4.4 Precincts
Though Wellington’s central city is compact, it is also made up of a series of distinct precincts or neighbourhoods, 
each with its own character – from the region’s premiere shopping high street to the entertainment district around 
Courtenay Place to the creativity of Cuba Street, as well as office parks and inner city residential areas. Some of 
these neighbourhoods are relatively underdeveloped and ripe for renewal and growth. 

As the number of people living within the central city grows, we want to ensure that we are also growing commu-
nities and neighbourhoods. This can be achieved by ensuring that developments provide not only places to live but 
also places for recreation, relaxation, and for people to get together.

A series of precinct plans will set out urban design objectives, built form criteria, and site guidelines that will in-
tegrate with other regulatory tools. These plans will provide a guide to developers who may want to invest in the 
neighbourhoods that are being developed.

The benefits of this work include:

 − enhancing the existing urban character and heritage ambience of parts of the city and enhance the overall 
sense of place

 − ensuring the right balance between built fabric and open space

 − increased private amenity

 − increased public amenity

 − reduced environmental impacts of development

 − increased community participation

 − greater variety of business locations

 − housing choice.

4.4.6

4.4.5

4.4.3

4.4.2

4.4.4

4.4.1

4.4.5

Figure 29. Precinct plans will build on the existing character of an area and define how it will look and function in the future.

LEGEND

4.4.1  Parliamentary Precinct 

4.4.2  Memorial Precinct

4.4.3  East Te Aro Precinct

4.4.4  Victoria/Cuba Precinct

4.4.5  Waterfront - Central Precinct

4.4.6  Pipitea Precinct 
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4.4.1 Parliamentary Precinct 
As the name indicates, the Parliamentary precinct’s primary function is government. It 
is home to Parliament, ministries, departments, and foreign embassies. It’s also home 
to the judiciary, Victoria University’s Law School, and cultural institutions such as the 
National Library and Archives New Zealand.

Though it is busy during the day, it is relatively quiet during evenings and weekends in 
spite of the presence of the Cathedral of St Paul and the addition of a number of apart-
ment blocks in the last decade or so. 

Current urban character

The area has:

 − a number of distinctive buildings – they currently act as objects rather than contributing to the overall sur-
rounds

 − a detached feel from the city – the current spatial design creates a sense of distance from the northern end of 
Lambton Quay and from the waterfront  

 − a number of ‘fortress-style’ buildings – the High Court, the Court of Appeal, National Library, Victoria University 
– that add to this sense of detached spaces.     

Emerging or desired function

This precinct’s critical function is as a centre of government, and this will continue to be the case long into the 
future. The precinct can, however, perform this function more effectively:

 − The spaces between iconic buildings can be better designed, not only to improve connections between various 
parts of government but also to make the precinct more open and welcoming.

Figure 30. The parliament precinct will deliver better places for people to spend time while ensuring built and social heritage is not lost.

 − The precinct can more effectively reflect New Zealand’s status as one of the world’s most open and long-
standing democracies. Its built form, signage and other aspects of urban design can share the story of New 
Zealand’s democracy and so foster a sense of belonging and nationhood. 

 − A stronger identity and more openness will allow the precinct to more effectively cater for tourism, reflect-
ing Wellington’s capital city status.

 − A wider variety of uses can be encouraged, so that the precinct is busy all week round, not just during work-
ing hours.

 − Open spaces can connect the precinct to Te Ahumairangi Hill (formerly known as Tinakori Hill) and the wa-
terfront, which are geographically near by but visually remote.

 − A holistic approach can be taken to find solutions for reducing the effects of the wind.

 As noted earlier, a processional route is to also be introduced from Parliament to the Memorial and beyond to 
Government House.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Parliamentary precinct plan 

The project is to create a precinct plan to guide future 
development in the area.  Works would likely include the 
development of civic space at Molesworth Street with Par-
liament as its western edge and the cathedral to its north; 
a stronger physical and visual harbour link; and a new entry 
and urban edge to Lambton Quay. 

 − Identify further constraints and opportunities with 
stakeholders.

 − Undertake comprehensive precinct plan.

 − Create capital works programme.

 − Integrate with planning and design guidance along 
with other regulatory mechanisms.

 − Work with the Historic Places Trust to ensure the 
‘historic area’ maintains integrity.

Guiding principles of the precinct plan will be:

 − openness

 − national significance with informality 

 − a place of debate and learning

 − heritage

 − connection (a place of migration)

 − a source of national pride.
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4.4.2 Memorial Precinct (south Te Aro)
This area has three main functions. It acts as a transition space between the central city 
and southern suburbs, provides traffic movement across the city, and is an educational 
area with Massey University’s city campus, two high schools and a primary school in 
close proximity. It is also bordered by nationally significant buildings such as Government 
House and the National War Memorial, as well as the Basin Reserve.

The area lacks a defining characteristic. It is made up of large city blocks with a number 
of vacant sites. It is dominated by traffic, not people, and it is characterised by a general 
sense of dislocation. 

Emerging or desired function 

The area has a number of characteristics that can be harnessed to make it a distinctive and desirable neighbour-
hood:

 − As an elevated area that is relatively open, it is well suited to an increase in residential living.

 − The creation of a National War Memorial Park will provide a break-out area for students and local residents.

 − Its east-west vista provides clear links between the Town Belt and Kelburn.

 − Its proximity to Adelaide Road – an identified area of revitalisation – will complement its growth, meaning 
more people will walk and cycle through the area.

There is an opportunity for existing laneways and smaller East-West linking streets to be developed to provide im-
proved spaces for pedestrians and support small businesses (see Laneways).

Figure 31. The integration of the memorial park and surrounding uses will form a green edge to the city that provides ease of connections 
to the inner city suburbs to the south. Image: Provided by Wraight Athfield

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

South Te Aro/ Memorial Precinct

The project is to create a precinct plan to guide future 
development in the area. Key aspects of the plan will be 
the creation of a National War Memorial Park, and steps to 
make more effective use of the small streets providing for 
easier movement and a sense of a local neighbourhood. 

 − Identify further constraints and opportunities with 
stakeholders.

 − Undertake a comprehensive precinct plan.

 − Create a capital works programme.

 − Integrate with planning and design guidance along 
with other regulatory mechanisms.

Guiding principles of the precinct plan will be:

 − openness – connection to the hills

 − a green edge to the central city

 − location choices for small to medium business

 − housing choice 

 − an inner city neighbourhood (residential and 
mixed use)

 − heritage

 − a place of reflection and learning.
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4.4.3 East Te Aro Precinct
This precinct covers the area between Taranaki Street and Kent/ Cambridge Terraces. 
The area has a variety of functions: 

 − inner city living – over the last decade or so there has been rapid growth in the num-
ber of residential apartments

 − ‘hidden’ bars, night spots and boutique stores

 − destination shopping – such as large format retail and car yards

 − transit – Vivian Street and Kent and Cambridge Terraces are main thoroughfares

 − employment – small office blocks, some light manufacturing, and service outlets

 − low rise buildings, but with a mix of building ages and types.

The street grid is composed of regular North-South streets and regular but less continuous East-West streets. This 
means there are many intimate streetscapes, and that streets offer clear views towards both the harbour and the 
Town Belt. 

Though the street blocks are fairly large, there are many public and private links crossing these blocks, which have 
potential for renewal to make them more accessible, vibrant and pedestrian friendly.

The mix of building types and ages gives the area an urban, gritty feel, while the dominance of low-rise buildings 
means that it operates on a human scale.

However, the area suffers from:

 − discontinuous development – the area has sites that are empty or are used only for ground-level car parking

 − limited space to congregate – the area has little greenery and very few open spaces where people can gather 

 − few opportunities to engage in city life – the area is dominated by cars; only a few areas are pedestrian friendly

Figure 32. Existing barriers for vehicles can be used to create enjoyable places for pedestrians and cyclists.

 − a broken street grid – this makes it difficult for people to navigate across town from east to west, and means 
that street blocks are not very coherent and provide little reason for people to explore them  on foot.

Emerging or desired function 

East Te Aro has attracted a significant amount of residential/apartment development. This can continue, but 
space also needs to be provided for small and medium sized business which will provide not only places of work 
but also more lively streets. As the area becomes more densely populated, it is crucial to sustain and extend the 
smaller East-West streets and laneways to provide walking routes and protect access to sunlight and views.

With the commercial heart of the city concentrated on the Quays and Terrace, Te Aro can develop as a mixed 
use inner city neighbourhood – retaining some of its existing ‘gritty’ character while also developing more of an 
urban residential feel with sustainable buildings, greener streets, and more activity at street level.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

East Te Aro

The project is to create a precinct plan to guide future de-
velopment in the area. The precinct will be bordered by two 
boulevards and offer improved connections across the city. 
It will offer model examples of sustainable retrofits and new 
builds creating a sense of renewal.

 − Identify further constraints and opportunities with 
stakeholders.

 − Undertake a comprehensive precinct plan.

 − Create a capital works programme.

 − Integrate with planning and design guidance along 
with other regulatory mechanisms.

 − Integrate heritage features into design.

Guiding principles for the precinct plan will be:

 − flow – introduce additional laneways and pedes-
trian links to make the area more walkable

 − variety – emphasise the fine-grained nature of the 
street grid 

 − distinction – heighten architectural quality to add 
the character of the area, and encourage sustain-
able building and retrofits 

 − location –  choices for small to medium business 
with the bordering boulevards able to carry larger 
office blocks on some key sites

 − housing choice

 − neighbourhoods (residential and mixed use).
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4.4.4 Southern Victoria/Cuba Precinct
Despite being a block apart, southern Victoria Street and Cuba Street are two very differ-
ent spaces.

Cuba Street is a heritage area filled with eclectic shops, cafes and bars. It is a physical 
expression of the city’s creativity, diversity and openness.

Southern Victoria Street, by contrast, feels like the city ‘petering out’. Dominated by cars, 
its primary function is one of transit across or out of the city. Unlike Cuba Street, it has 
many sites that are unused or used only for parking, and very little street level activity to 
provide atmosphere or encourage pedestrians.

Emerging or desired function 

Southern Victoria Street is ready for development and revitalisation as an inner city neighbourhood, with quality 
residential buildings, and space for shops and small business offices. This change in use – along with new green 
spaces, a network of pedestrian walkways, and a clearer street alignment – will reinvigorate this area as a place to 
live and work. It will make the area more walkable and more lively, and make businesses more viable. Revitalisa-
tion will contribute positively to neighbouring areas, including Cuba Street and nearby university campuses includ-
ing Victoria’s architecture school and Massey’s main campus.

Figure 33. A concept proposal for the Victoria and Cuba Precinct.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Victoria + Cuba precinct plan

The precinct plan will consider: 

 − A new street alignment that better integrates Victoria 
Street into Te Aro’s street network, improves pedestrian 
comfort, and increases public domain quality generally.

 − New paving, landscaping and lighting.

 − New landscaped spaces to boost Te Aro’s civic and eco-
logical performance.

 − Two pocket parks, incorporating a new civic north-south 
link between Ghuznee and Vivian Streets.

 − New boulevard landscapes to define major streets.

 − Pedestrian links strengthened and extended.

 − New residential building developments to incorporate 
landscaped private courts, providing increased open 
space amenity and enhanced privacy, and access to 
sunlight and cross-ventilation.

 − Development of Marion Street as a shared space in con-
junction with development over time of the adjacent 
land on the east side.

 − Identify further constraints and opportunities with 
stakeholders.

 − Undertake a comprehensive precinct plan.

 − Work with landowners.

 − Integrate with planning and design guidance along 
with other regulatory mechanisms.

 − Integration of heritage into design context.

Guiding principles of the precinct plan will be:

 − clear built structure 

 − housing choice 

 − sustain city character

 − green links 

 − renewal.
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4.4.5 Waterfront Connections
The development of the city’s waterfront is governed by a separate urban design frame-
work, the Wellington Waterfront Framework (available at www.wellingtonwaterfront.
co.nz). This has guided the creation of quality open spaces for recreation and enjoyment, 
as well as quality building developments for both public and private use.

Connections to the waterfront from the rest of the central city can be enhanced. In par-
ticular, connections to the waterfront from the area between Taranaki and Tory Streets 
could be clearer and easier for pedestrians. Cable Street infill can bring a mixture of 
residential and cultural uses to the area, enlivening this vital precinct.

Areas of Opportunity Actions

Waterfront connection plan

The project will consider improvements in connections 
between the waterfront and the city covering both street 
links and relationship to built form and activities. 

 − Undertake precinct connection plan. 

 − Develop concept plans in response to proposed reduc-
tion in traffic on Jervois Quay (in line with the Ngauranga 
to Wellington Airport Corridor Plan). 

 − Complete design brief to enhance connection between 
Lower Cuba Street and the City to Sea Bridge.

4.4.6 Pipitea Precinct
The Pipitea Precinct is a large area that includes major city infrastructure: the operation-
al port, the Wellington Regional Stadium, and the railway station. The port is a vital part 
of the city’s economy.  There are no known or foreseeable changes planned in its core 
operations in the coming decades. A portion of port land - Harbour Quays - has been 
deemed surplus for port operations and is being developed under the Port Redevelop-
ment Masterplan, which is consistent with the Framework principles.  Harbour Quays is 
a large format office park that has been developing over the past decade and will be an 
important northern gateway and mixed use area of the city

The area borders other vital precincts including:

 − the Parliamentary precinct (home to Parliament, courts, government offices and a university campus among 
other things); 

 − the Lambton precinct (home to offices as well as the region’s premiere shopping street); and

 − the waterfront.

The key consideration for the Pipitea precinct is how to enhance connections to the rest of the central city, while 
maintaining the integrity of existing vital functions such as:

 − movement of goods;

 − providing a gateway to the city for commuters and for visitors on cruise liners and ferries; and

 − providing access to the stadium for major events that are important to civic pride.  

Areas of Opportunity Actions

Pipitea Precinct connection plan

The project will consider improvements in connections 
between the precinct and central city, covering both street 
links and relationship to built form and activities.

 − Undertake precinct connection plan.

 − Work with the port on its future master plans and 
implementation of Harbour Quays.

 − Work with the port and NZTA on Aotea Quay gateway.

Figure 36. Connections to the waterfront can be made either through streets, lanes or by creating better environments where existing 
pedestrian thoroughfares are.

Figure 34. Location of Michael 
Fowler Centre carpark.

Figure 35. Existing condition of Michael 
Fowler Centre carpark.          
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4.5  Systems Infrastructure 
Natural systems including movement, water, wastewater, energy and climate are a part of city life.  Their impacts 
have been modified over time as the provision of core infrastructure - roads, pipes, drains, power, seawalls etc. - 
became more secure.

Climate change, earthquakes, biodiversity loss, growth and emerging technologies now provide a new context to 
consider the long term viability and security of supply of some of this infrastructure.           

An aim of this project is to enhance the long term resilience of the city in response to these factors.   This will be 
achieved in three ways:

 − By embedding responses within the projects.  For example pocket parks provide additional places for people to 
congregate during emergency events;

 − By undertaking studies and research into best practice and local conditions;

 − By raising public awareness of the importance of these systems and managing them for our quality of life.
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4.5.1 Green Infrastructure
Green infrastructure is the interconnected network of open spaces and natural areas, such as parks, reserves, wet-
lands and native plant vegetation, that naturally manages storm water, reduces flooding risk and improves water 
quality. Green infrastructure usually costs less to maintain when compared to traditional forms of infrastructure.

There are opportunities to incorporate more green infrastructure into Wellington’s central city.  This is in keeping 
with Wellington’s aspiration to become an eco-city and will contribute to Wellington becoming a model for sustain-
able living.

In addition to promoting green infrastructure in specific areas of the city, there are broadly applicable initiatives 
that can integrate soil and plant systems throughout the city’s hardscape areas. Dispersed areas of green infra-
structure would provide for the cumulative rehabilitation of the urban environment by intercepting dust, moderat-
ing ambient air temperatures and wind velocities, and treating air and water quality.

Figure 38. Innovative ways to provide green infrastructure within buildings will be 
investigated, the example above slows the water on its path to the stormwater 
system by using planting.

Figure 39. Green areas show existing parks spaces, blue dashed lines show indicative location of historic streams.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Sustainable water management standards

The project will consider improvements in all areas such as 
buildings, open space and the way we collect stormwater 
in streets. This will also set design standards and relate to 
the Public Space Design Manual 

 − Identify ‘gaps’ within our current infrastructure standards 
and guidelines. 

 − Develop best practice guidance in conjunction with the 
public space policy and other relevant infrastructure poli-
cies

 − Develop guidance on the design response to natural sys-
tems for streetscapes and open space design.

Green network plan

The development of a legible green network of spaces and 
links. This will include vegetation and systems both within 
public spaces such as streets and parks but also how pri-
vate development can play a role.

 − Develop citywide vegetation plan including investigation 
into appropriate species.

 − Develop network plan in conjunction with landscape 
focus areas and precinct plans to ensure multi-functional 
open space.

 − Consider the uses of open space in environemntal emer-
gencies and ensure they provide refuge.
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4.5.2 Movement
Wellington’s existing transport network carries large volumes of people and goods into, out of, and through the 
central city safely and efficiently. However, to ensure that this continues Wellington’s street network will need to 
be continuously monitored to ensure movement efficiency for all modes.  

Figure 40. Wellingtonians walk further than people in other New Zealand cities. We need to ensure this continues by 
providing pedestrians a pleasant environment to be in.

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

Accessibility improvement plan

Factors such as the one-way system, the placement of 
furniture, traffic islands, and slip lanes can all affect the 
amenity for pedestrians and the cyclist and can present 
barriers to those in wheelchairs.  Reducing or eliminating 
the negative affects of these, while still acknowledging 
their need to perform their traffic carrying role efficiently, 
will be a focus of the accessibility plan.  

 − Identify problem areas.

 − Work with transport team to develop improvements 
plan.

 − Develop capital works programme related to upgrades 
and renewals.

 − Incorporate design standards into the Public Space De-
sign Manual.

 − Review existing and develop new engineering quality 
standards.

Movement Economy Impact Study

Understanding the economic impact of improved ‘way-
finding’ for vehicles and studying the distribution of traffic 
across the network (rather than concentrated on one or 
two streets). 

 − Identify areas of conflict.

 − Identify contributing factors.

 − Work with transport team and researchers to provide 
solutions.

Urban Design and Transport Integration Plan

Assessing the alignment between the role and function 
of each street within the city centre and the location of 
public transport routes, parking locations and the best 
places to walk and cycle must occur.

 − Identify areas of conflict.

 − Work with transport team to develop a description for 
each central city street that meets the needs of all trans-
port modes and identifies focus areas on specific streets.

Comprehensive Cycling Plan

A cycling plan to align with open space struture, key desti-
nations and feasible through routes. 

 − Review the Cycling Policy.

 − Undertake research that identifies existing key move-
ment routes for cyclists and potential future routes.

 − Develop capital works programme related to upgrades 
and renewals for appropriate enhancements for cyclists 
through landscape and streetscape improvement.

 − Investigate new modes of short-term hire for bicycles.

State Highway Integration

The state highway and the way it integrates with the city 
requires attention, not only to mitigate the current pro-
posals but to ensure that as the transport agency plans 
further projects we have a proactive role. 

 − Work with NZTA to ensure integration of Memorial Park 
and the Basin Reserve infrastructure projects.

 − Open space design for unused areas adjacent to highway 
such as: Willis, Ghuznee and Arthur Street intersections.

 − Strategy to reduce motorway impacts and introduce 
boulevard strategy along the Quays. 

A comprehensive Parking Plan

People use their vehicles in the city for different purposes. 
A comprehensive parking plan will ensure that we provide 
adequately for vehicle use in strategic locations as well as 
other modes.

 − Review Parking Policy.

 − Identify strategic parking areas within the city.

 − Investigate methods of providing parking.

 − Investigate means of delivery.
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4.5.3 Climate
Wellington is a city which is subject to high winds.  The city topography, the heights of buildings and the width and 
orientation of the streets and open spaces also combine to dictate wind speeds and the level of sun or shade to 
public places.  These factors also influence the extent to which light can penetrate into city buildings. 

The growth in city living require attention to the city environment as the “backyard” for many people. Access to 
quality open spaces, sun and shelter are important to the quality of the living experience and the long-term sus-
tainability of this aspect of Wellington’s future.

Additional to our existing climatic conditions, we are now faced with adapting and mitigating to accommodate 
climate change. 

Figure 42. Hafen City, Germany has been designed to accommodate levels of flooding. Innovative options for addressing rising 
water levels while still maintaining streetlife will be explored within a wider study for the city.

Figure 41. The wind plays a significant role in the way people experience the city. 

Areas of Opportunity Potential Actions

A wind and climate study

This will aide across all projects especially in determining 
how built form and landscape can be used holistically to 
mitigate the wind effects on streets.

 − Comission comprehensive study.

 − Align and evaluate all project work against this study to 
ensure mitigation through holistic design.

Green Building Code

As described in 4.2.1 Building Quality the aim of this code 
will be to increase the environmental performance of 
buildings. This code will also integrate with the Building 
Resilience Guide.

 − Integrate Green Building Code with existing regulatory 
mechanisms.

Address rising water levels

As identified within the Climate Change Action plan we will 
need to adapt in response to the changing climate. One 
of the drivers is the rising level of sea level and the water 
table. Although we need to find solutions these must con-
sider ways to maintain the vibrant street life that Welling-
ton is known for.

 − Investigate areas identified as being ‘vulnerable’ within 
the central city.

 − Develop options for how we might adapt our buildings, 
streets and open spaces.
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5 Principles for prioritisation
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5.0 Principles for prioritisation
How do we decide what to do and when?

It’s a simple question with a complex answer. To develop the projects set out in this framework, we’ve taken into 
account a huge range of factors.  The spatial structure, movement potential, trends, the future of the city, public 
comments, and the need to take action were all key factors.   

The overall aim is to enhance the well-being of Wellington and its people by sustaining a dynamic central city, 
provide more certainty about the future, and ensure prudent management of the city’s finances and assets. We’ve 
also had to be mindful of the links between the different parts of our work — for example, the relationship be-
tween transport and urban form, or the environmental impact of urban development.

We will consider the following to guide the timing of projects:

 − legislative and regulatory requirements and changes to those

 − consistency with Council strategies and policies 

 − cost and funding options

 − benefits / return on investment

 − urgency – the extent to which a project represents a one off opportunity or can be realised at later stages

 − whether someone else will fund/provide it if we don’t

 − whether we’ll achieve significantly more benefits or incur significantly less cost by funding/providing the pro-
ject now instead of later

 − its relationship to existing Council services and assets

 − how old they are

 − what condition they are in 

 − whether they are meeting current needs

 − how much longer they can last for

 − whether demand will go up in future (because the population is growing or people are doing things differ-
ently)

 − what maintenance work, upgrades and renewals will be needed to meet demand in the next 10 years or so

 − any risks involved.

Prioritisation categories

The projects will be assessed against these and then prioritised into the following categories: 

Base project

These are required as background 
urban research and will be used across 
a range of projects.

Catalyst project

These can readily be achieved, can be 
replicated and have the ability to dem-
onstrate the potential of the frame-
work.

High impact 
project
These bring about substantial and 
immediate change to an area and 
(potentially) facilitate others to act.

Lifecycle upgrades

These will bring positive effects but 
should be undertaken as existing in-
frastructure (for example) reaches the 
end of its life, or when external stake-
holders initiate. 

Medium term 
projects
10+ year timeframe. 
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6 Measures of success
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6.0  Measures of success
A set of indictors will be developed to measure the effect of the framework.  This will be based around the following:

Greater Diversity

We seek greater diversity in the population of the central city (in terms of age, ethnicity and household makeup) as 
well as greater diversity in terms of commerce and the types or organisations that are present in the city.

Potential measures include tracking the changing demographics of central city residents and business/employee de-
mographics.

Fewer emissions

We seek to have a city that is more environmentally sustainable and produces less greenhouse gas emissions.

Potential measures include tracking city wide emissions, electricity and fuel use, commuting habits and the sustain-
ability of the city’s building stock.

More walking

A walkable city is a sustainable city.  We seek a city where walking is a viable and well-used transport option.

Potential measures include tracking the amount of people walking into the CBD and around it, and measuring how 
‘walkable’ the city is.

More time recreating

We aim for a city where people want to spend their leisure time as well as work.

Potential measures include attendance at key central city events, pedestrian activity out of hours and the extent to 
which people choose to spend time in the central city.

More employment

We seek to have a central city that has a high level of employment for its residents and those who travel into it. The 
city will be a centre of ideas and commerce.

Potential measures include comparisons of employment rates with other New Zealand CBDs and tracking raw em-
ployment numbers. Counting job vacancies is a potential measure of labour demand.

Greater productivity / economic growth

We seek a city that boxes above its weight in terms of economic contribution. A well functioning central city will en-
able commerce and industry to operate more efficiently and successfully.

Potential measures include measuring Wellington’s contribution to the nation’s economy and the extent to which 
Wellington is perceived as a good place to do business.

More people

More people residing in the Central city will enable sustainable growth and attract desirable flow on effects such as 
new businesses and fewer greenhouse emissions from commuting.

Potential measures include tracking the population level and density of the central city and the ability of the central 
city to accommodate a growth in population.

Sustainable property values

A more desirable central city will create demand from those that want to be there.  Sustainable property values rec-
ognise a relationship between investment and use. We aim to see a rise in property values both in terms of land and 
improvements, that reflect investment.

Potential measures include tracking the values of land and buildings (both residential and commercial), demand for 
tenancies and resource and building consents (to look at future trends).

Figure 43. People enjoying the view and native planting on Wellington’s waterfront.
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Figure 44. The mixed use and “boutique” nature of Cuba Street forms a major part of the character of Wellington. Figure 45. Sheltered, informal open space being enjoyed.

Relationship Between Measures of Success and Objectives 
                                                              MEASURES

OBJECTIVES

Greater

diversity 

Fewer 

emissions

More

walking

More time

recreating

More

employment
Greater productivity/

economic growth
More

people

Sustainable

property values

Create a prosperous central city      
Accomodate growth and change      
Make our streets green    
Build the city in response to the local setting   
Create an eco inner city      
Ensure connections are easy to make     
Create inner city neighbourhoods     
Tell our stories  
Strengthen character and coherence      




